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If this is your first time venturing into the world of game modding, let me
post a warning now. You are entering into something that many people,
including myself, have described as addicting, exciting, and frustrating all at
the same time. I know of very few people who have started on the path of
game modification and found it easy to stop working on their projects for
even a few days. If you are experienced in game modification, you already
know what you’re getting yourself into. Either way, I welcome you to Quake 4
Mods For Dummies.

I’ve led many beginners along the path of game modification, and they all say
the same thing. This is an addictive hobby, and it isn’t easy to put down even
for the night. On several occasions, I’ve sat down in my computer chair to
work on my game, planning to accomplish only a few things. The next thing I
know, it’s 2 o’clock in the morning, I’m still working, and I have to get up for
work in another four hours.

So, heed my warning, but also enjoy what is to come. This book gives you the
knowledge and skill to mod on your own. You not only figure out how to create
modifications for the Quake 4 game, but also create content that will have you
bragging to your friends and family. Although this book can’t tell you every
aspect of modding Quake 4, it shows you how to continue on your and grow
into a master of games.
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Shut Up and Listen: The Truth about How to Communicate at WorkKogan Page, 2004

	We are much better communicators when we know more about ourselves, think about how and what we communicate and act according to the changes in our circumstance and environment. These are the principles this book is based on.


	So, there are three main sections, starting with a short course in self-awareness so that you can find out...
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Foundation Actionscript 3.0 Animation: Making Things Move!Friends of Ed, 2007
In this book, you'll learn
	All the ActionScript 3.0 (including math and trigonometry functions) and Flash rendering techniques you'll need to start animating with code
	Basic motion principles such as velocity, acceleration, friction, easing, and bouncing
	How to handle user interaction via the keyboard and...
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Beginning C: From Novice to Professional, Fourth EditionApress, 2006
With Beginning C: From Novice to Professional, Fourth Edition, you'll come to understand the fundamentals of the C language and learn how to program. All you need is this book and any one of the widely available free or commercial C or C++ compilers--and you'll soon be writing real C programs. You'll learn C from the first principles,...
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Web ReDesign 2.0: Workflow that WorksNew Riders Publishing, 2004
If anything, this volume's premisethat  the business of Web design is one of constant changehas only proven truer  over time. So much so, in fact, that the 12-month design cycles cited in the  last edition have shrunk to 6 or even 3 months today. Which is why, more than  ever, you need a smart,...
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Designing Clinical ResearchLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		Designing Clinical Research sets the standard for providing a practical guide to planning, tabulating, formulating, and implementing clinical research, with an easy-to-read, uncomplicated presentation. This edition incorporates current research methodology—including molecular and genetic clinical research—and...
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The Architecture of the Visible (Technologies: Studies in Culture & Theory Series)Continuum International, 2002
Soon after the launch of the first Sputnik in 1957, Hannah Arendt observed in The Human Condition that for the first time 'an earth-born object made by m a n . . . moved in the proximity of the heavenly bodies as though it had been admitted tentatively to their sublime company', an event which she described as 'second in importance to no other, not...
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